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Across

6. imaginary line down the middle of 

the body

12. Joint that performs only flexion and 

extension

14. lying face down

15. Movement medially toward the 

midline of the trunk in the frontal plane

17. Closer to the trunk of the body

18. Farther from the trunk of the body

19. opposite side

21. proximal attachment of a muscle or 

the part that attaches closest to the 

midline

22. inflammation of the tendon

24. below

28. connects bone to bone

29. break in a bone

30. away from the skin

31. deep bruise

33. Straightening movement that results 

in an increase of the angle in a joint by 

moving bones apart

34. lying face up

Down

1. close to the skin

2. Bending movement that results in a 

decrease of the angle in a joint by bringing 

bones together

3. same side

4. the central, fleshy portion of the 

muscle that generally increases in 

diameter

5. behind (in back of)

7. Rotary movement around the 

longitudinal axis of a bone away from the 

midline of the body.

8. is a standardized method of observing 

or imaging the body that allows precise 

and consistent anatomical references.

9. above

10. closer toward the midline

11. Rotary movement around the 

longitudinal axis of a bone toward the 

midline of the body.

13. Joint that permits movements in all 

planes

16. Pull,tear, stretch of muscle

20. in front of

23. middle

25. distal attachment of a muscle or the 

part that attaches farthest from the 

midline

26. Pull,tear, stretch of a ligament

27. Farther from the midline

32. fibrous connective tissue that 

connects muscles to bones


